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Disclaimers and notices

This whitepaper is not (a) a prospectus, offering document or offering memorandum, (b) an offer to sell

securities or other financial instruments or (c) a financial promotion seeking investment or loan. It has not
been issued or approved by a person authorised and regulated by any regulatory body to issue such a
document to any person for those purposes. Whilst Darabase has taken all reasonable care to ensure that
statements made in this white paper are correct and that no forward-looking statements are made, none of
Darabase or its directors, officers, employees or agents make or give any representation, warranty or
undertaking that they are true and (save in the case of fraud) shall have any liability to any person in relation
thereto. All recipients should seek their own independent advice on the contents of this whitepaper.
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The future of digital is immersive
More than a billion people globally use Augmented Reality (AR) on their mobile phones
every month, and all the major technology companies see immersive as the next
computing platform. Google, Apple, Meta (Facebook) and others are spending billions to
ensure that we live in a future where digital content is being layered contextually on the
world (Real World Metaverse) or being experienced inside virtual worlds (Virtual
Metaverse).

These two experiences, the real world and virtual metaverses, are often lumped together
in reporting, but they are distinctly different. The Virtual Metaverse is a Virtual Reality (VR)
space where avatar-based users interact with computer-generated assets, which can
include digital versions of real-world locations and properties. Whereas the Real World
Metaverse is the display of Augmented Reality (AR) content on the physical world, viewed
through a mobile or wearable device, that convincingly makes it appear that the digital
and physical are “mixed” in reality (sometimes known as MR).

The user behaviour is also quite different between the two “metaverses”:
● The Virtual Metaverses is more “appointment to view”. There is some friction to

logging in, making sure your hardware is ready (VR headset etc.), you might
arrange with others to log in at the same time to meet up in virtual space etc. It is
akin to playing a video game with friends on a PlayStation, for example -
something you maybe do a few times a week.

● The Real World Metaverse, however, is “always-on”. It is accessed through a
mobile phone, or soon, through a pair of smart glasses that are always with you
and that you pick up and use hundreds of times a day. The AR content persistently
exists in the world around you as you go about your normal day. This is more akin
to playing games on your mobile or checking your social feeds - something that
is a continuous part of your day.

In the Real World Metaverse, we continue to exist in reality, with family and friends, at
work, socialising and mainly in urban areas. But now the digital content that entertains,
informs and educates us is timely and contextual to our surroundings rather than bound
within a small 2D screen in our pockets. So today, on mobile and in the future through
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wearables, digital content, no doubt including advertising and other forms of
commercial content, will be increasingly displayed on the physical world around us.

Establishing rights and permissions is key to an open and
equitable digital future
For property owners, the concept of “Mineral rights” focuses on controlling and potentially
monetising what lies beneath a plot or property, and “Air rights” (or TDRs - transferable
development rights) have allowed property owners to not only leverage the space above
their property but also to trade it to other property owners who wish to build higher than
their own current air rights allow.

As the real world metaverse develops and becomes ever more prevalent, we see the
same approach can now be applied to a new set of property rights - what we call
Property Digital Rights (PDRs). These rights allow property owners and managers to
control and monetise the “digital canvas” that maps to their physical assets, as they
might do today, for example, with outdoor media billboards and screens.

Just like for the existing multi-billion dollar Outdoor Media industry, there is a broad set of
existing regulation and law that is applied to govern how digital/AR advertising and
commercial content is displayed on properties and in location. This ranges from industry
regulation (e.g. the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority CAP code) to copyright, passing
off and aspects of trade/marketing law (e.g. the US’s Lanham Act).

Property owners already attribute significant asset value to the advertising inventory
related to many of their properties. For example, Landsec’s Piccadilly Lights advertising
screen on One Sherwood Street in London itself has an asset value of approximately
£400m1, making it Landsec’s 9th most valuable asset, larger than many office and retail
properties they own.  This is, in Darabase’s view, based on the paucity of other drivers for
value, in large part based on the current and future revenue opportunity from advertising
on the screen.

1 Landsec Annual Report 2021
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Property owners can similarly now also start to attribute value to how digital content is
displayed on their physical assets, incorporating not just today’s revenue but the future
growth in the value of these digital rights as usage shifts from on-screen to immersive
digital experiences.

The digital rights related to physical properties and locations need to be codified,
registered and made available in a globally scaled and real-time data service. The
resulting registry and inventory will enable the placement and appropriate monetisation
of commercial digital content within users' field of view in a real-world context.

Establishing and registering these digital rights allows:
1. a new asset class and its related value to be established, tracked and accounted

for;
2. a way of understanding ownership (including fractional) and the appropriate

share of any revenue related to the use of these digital rights;
3. trading of the rights and assets between parties, not necessarily linked to the

ownership or sale of the physical properties to which they are related (not
dissimilar to the current treatment of mineral or air rights).

As the ecosystems and usage of metaverses mature and grow, it will be important for
real world owners to ensure that they are considering and honouring the physical world’s
digital rights, especially where it is being commercialised through advertising and
commercial content, or eCommerce. It is therefore crucial that an open and “metaverse
agnostic” registry and data service exists; one that is related to the digital rights of
properties and locations and that leverages a rules engine to define what content can
be placed where, when, and to whom for the benefit of all parties.
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The Blockchain and NFTs - a fitting technical solution
The Blockchain is well-positioned to be the technology of choice for the registry and data
related to Property Digital Rights (PDRs). Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and their underlying
smart contracts are well suited to create a traceable record of the ownership,
transaction, value and the rules associated with the PDRs. Whilst the early interest in NFTs
has been mostly linked to digital art and goods used inside metaverse destinations, as a
technical solution, they are also well suited to record the ownership and rules related to
digital rights.

Through minting NFTs for the digital rights associated with property, location and
inventory, Darabase has identified that a property owner should be able to, and
Darabase will work to ensure a property owner can:

● codify their PDRs and create a balance sheet asset and value;
● define how their physical assets can be used as a canvas for digital content
● Enable the fractional ownership of a property’s digital rights by minting NFTs that

represent a proportional lease;
● drive revenue by trading a percentage of their PDRs;
● receive revenue over time as rights are traded in the secondary market through a

commission term in the smart contracts;
● receive revenue each time their property and PDRs are leveraged for the display

of digital advertising and commercial content
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Valuing Property Digital Rights
The value of an NFT and its underlying asset is often linked to key attributes:

1. Minting & ownership history - the originator and initial issuer of an NFT can have
a significant impact on the value. Whether it be a famous digital artist like Beeple
(who sold an NFT of his artwork through Christies for $69m) or renowned tech
entrepreneur Jack Dorsey (who sold an NFT of his first tweet for $2.9m), the entity
first minting and selling an NFT can lend significant credibility and value.

2. Utility - many NFTs relate to simple digital assets or an implicit membership to a
community or crypto “intelligentsia”.  We are increasingly seeing NFTs that relate
to digital assets or rights that are themselves useful, whether through in-game
goods and power-ups or when linked to proof of ownership of physical goods
such as rare whisky.

NFTs representing a property owner’s digital rights to a physical building or location
benefit from these value drivers. The NFTs are minted, owned and potentially leased by
the warranted owner or representative of the physical property and asset.  This is in stark
contrast to other platforms where plots of land are being sold with no permission or
involvement from the physical property owner.

Property Digital Rights NFTs have significant utility on a number of levels.
● They allow property companies and subsequent NFT owners to create

incremental revenue and potential capital gains by leasing and re-selling digital
rights NFTs

● The underlying smart contracts set and implement the rules and considerations
related to the PDRs (e.g. allow minting activities, governing the revenue flow)

● Where permission-based and brand-safe metaverse owners and publishers
leverage the PDRs records and data service, the NFTs will be used to determine
payments (e.g. a fee or share of revenue) related to commercial leverage of the
properties and locations (e.g. advertising and eCommerce sales).
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Darabase is uniquely positioned to build the solution
Darabase was founded in January 2019 to address the problem of AR advertising and
media being displayed on private property with no permission. Headquartered in the UK,
Darabase partners with property companies globally to help them understand and
leverage the value of the digital rights associated with their real world assets and
estates.

Darabase has commercial and investor relationships (including as LPs in Darabase’s
lead investor) with global property companies such as PGIM, Aldar, Dexus, Landsec,
Grosvenor, Lendlease, International Towers, CBRE and JLL. Darabase has been recognised
as a leading PropTech company2 to create and monetise location-based immersive
content for property and retail partners.  The company was selected as one of only ten
companies globally to be part of Taronga Group’s RealTechX growth program in 2021
(APAC) and was a winner of Aldar’s ScaleUp programme in 2022 (UAE).

Darabase is also an expert in AR Outdoor Media, leveraging its (patent pending)
technical platform to layer immersive experiences and ad formats on existing outdoor
inventory (screens and billboards). They partner with outdoor media owners globally
such as Piccadilly Lights, Ocean Outdoor, JCDecaux, Pikasso, Ubiquitous and Limited
Space, enabling an incremental and innovative revenue stream for them and engaging
experiences for their brand clients.

Darabase also works with global brands and advertisers such as Tommy Hilfiger, HP,
Universal Pictures and Samsung to help them drive engagement, footfall and sales
through location-based AR experiences.

2 Source: startupdaily.net -
https://www.startupdaily.net/topic/other-tech/here-are-the-hottest-10-startups-in-real-estate-tech-according-to-taronga-ventures/
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Initial Property Digital Rights Origination
The Darabase proposition is built on the premise that Darabase feels strongly that those
which own and manage property in the real world, the Real World Owners or RWOs,
should control and benefit from how the associated digital rights (PDRs) are created and
then monetised.

Darabase will allow the registration and minting of property digital right (PDR) NFTs to
Real World Owners (RWOs) covering:

● Property companies - They can utilise the Darabase PDR platform to list their
properties and create and manage a digital rights portfolio of their individual
properties with ease

● Individual Property Owners - in the future Darabase will also allow individuals and
consumers to register and mint their PDR NFTs on their own homes

Thus, the initial registration process for RWOs will incorporate listing their property
inventory and create associated individual RWO NFTs that represent each listed
property's ownership, geolocation, and property details. These RWO NFTs illustrate the
notion of "freehold" and give the RWO control over whether commercial content can be
displayed on their properties via the Darabase platform and if so, the categories of
advertising are permitted. The RWO NFT is only transferable in the case of real-world sale
of a property.

At the same time as minting the RWO NFT, a property’s digital rights (PDR) NFTs are also
minted. Each RWO initially shall be able to mint 10,000 PDR NFTs are created for each
property, thereby enabling different fractional ownerships of the PDRs.  PDR NFTs are
formulated on the premise of “leasehold” and give the owners a corresponding share of
future revenue generated by the digital rights of the associated property.  They will also
tradeable in a secondary market.

All NFTs minted will have a “sunset clause” written into the Smart Contract of between
five and ten years, meaning that all PDRs will revert to the registered RWO five to ten
years after minting. All sunset periods will be reset to the original time-frame of between
five and ten years each time the PDR NFTs are traded on the marketplace to maximise
the value to the seller and purchaser.
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The darabase.io Marketplace
RWOs can decide to retain all the digital rights associated with their real world property
assets and account for the total asset value while gaining maximum longer-term
revenue generated within real world metaverses leveraging the Darabase technology
and distribution. Others may choose to lease some or all of their rights on the
darabase.io Property Digital Rights NFT Marketplace to benefit from shorter-term revenue
(i.e. an assignment of the “leasehold” interest) and more accurately determine the
balance sheet value to be written (i.e. by a third party, arms-length transaction for value
rather than recording continuing ownership at, for example, a marked-to-market value
for balance sheet purposes).

Where an RWO retains all PDRs, it can select within the Darabase platform whether AR
advertising can appear on its properties and the rules related to this. If an RWO sells a
PDR NFT to a third party, advertising will be enabled by default to appropriately
incentivise and share future revenue associated with the PDRs.

RWOs will only be able to decide whether AR advertising or commercial content is
displayed on their properties once they have registered and minted their PDRs and only
then receive any related advertising related revenue.   Advertising revenue will be
created when third party platforms, apps and sites that leverage Darabase’s inventory
and services, place commercial content in the field of view of their users on property’s
with associated Property Digital Rights.

The digital rights marketplace enables RWOs to list the PDRs on the platform and
facilitate a new revenue flow for themselves via leasing their digital rights. In addition, the
marketplace will also enable a secondary market of PDRs to ensure PDR owners, can
onward sell the leases at any time. When this occurs a royalty commission is paid to the
ROW.

Darabase maintains the full authority to distribute the revenue generated from PDRs to
the holders based on their fractional ownership holding.  Revenue distribution per
property may be subject to a minimum threshold being hit to appropriately manage
operational overhead.
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Charges and Fees
Darabase will charge a platform fee to cover the costs and fees of registration, NFT
minting, gas fees and NFT Marketplace operations. Selling on the Darabase exchange
has the benefit of trading in the marketplace that is designed, built, and marketed to
protect user’s Property Digital Rights and enable ease of use. In addition, Darabase will
use a gas station for most transactions but in marketplace transaction the purchaser of
PDR leases will be charged the fees. ' It is the company's intention to minimise these fees
and the related environmental impact by adopting a "Proof of Stake" blockchain rather
than "Proof of Work''. We currently intend to use the Polygon blockchain but in the future
may choose to switch to the upcoming Ethereum 2 network.

Fees3:
● Property Digital Rights Registration & NFT Minting

■ Darabase Fee for RWO and PDR NFT minting activity
■ Blockchain transaction fee
■ Third party payment gateway fee

● RWO NFTs Transfer (triggered by sale and transfer of real world property asset)
■ Darabase fee for RWO NFT Transfer
■ Blockchain transaction fee
■ Third party payment gateway fee

● Lease PDR NFT sale
■ Darabase fee for PDR NFTs sale
■ Blockchain transaction fee
■ Third party payment gateway fee

● Lease PDR NFT secondary sale
■ Darabase fee for PDR NFTs secondary sale
■ Royalty for RWO
■ Blockchain transaction fee
■ Third party payment gateway fee

● Advertising Revenue Distribution
■ Commission for Darabase from total advertising related revenue

● Renew Lease Period
■ Darabase fee for renewing lease period

3 These fees are subjected to change by Darabase based on the regular assessment of the market conditions. In addition, the above-mentioned
denominated currencies to be paid by the users are also subject to change based on the present situations in the crypto space.
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■ Blockchain transaction fee
■ Third party payment gateway fee

Standards for security and integrity in the crypto context
Darabase understands that to work with publicly listed property companies to create
asset value from Property Digital Rights and attract large scale investors, it will be
essential to build trust and credibility.

Darabase will keep its users and their information secure and safe by adopting best
practices and integrating suitable measures to promote trust among platform users.

Darabase will build a global scale solution suitable for various jurisdictions where the
regulatory landscape in both crypto assets, accounting, taxation and property law differs
significantly.  While the regulatory setting can be complex, some aspects that constitute
best practice are applicable across them all or simply protect all parties.

Know Your Customer and Anti-Money Laundering regulatory requirements will be
applicable regardless of the digital nature of the assets, and adherence to the highest
standards is the priority.  It is paramount for Darabase to understand and implement a
compliance framework whilst encouraging innovation and balancing the need to protect
customers and safeguard financial stability. Therefore, the platform will inherit Know Your
Customer (KYC) checks and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance measures to
uncover suspicious activity associated with criminal acts and detect criminal elements
that are a risk to platform growth and its users.

To support the crucial development of a well-structured and secure digital assets
ecosystem, Darabase is partnering with identity verification solutions, blockchain
analytics and crypto compliance solutions such as Chainalysis to deliver a trustworthy,
accessible, affordable, and reliable platform. In addition, Darabase will integrate with a
custodial wallet provider such as Fireblocks to provide enterprise-grade digital asset
security for its users’ digital assets on the platform.
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Sustainability
The company is adopting procedures which it hopes will reduce the platform's carbon
footprint and address environmental concerns surrounding the crypto space from the
outset.

Darabase has initially chosen to adopt the Polygon network to be their support
blockchain due to its reputation of being a low carbon chain. According to internal
estimates and modelling reports, the Polygon chain was a clear winner for being more
green and sustainable than the Ethereum blockchain.

Where carbon neutrality is a key consideration for property company customers,
Darabase can discuss further measures in the early stages.
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Roadmap for Rights Roll Out
In order to maximise value and income for the owners of PDRs and their associated NFTs,
it will be important to have a broad inventory so that publishers and real world
metaverse owners are able to appropriately monetise their audience with digital
advertising and commercial content placed in their field of view at city scale. This is
especially critical to creating an effective alternative and competitor to “zero permission”
ad networks, which do not follow regulations and place advertising on private property
with no reference to rights or payments to their owners.

Darabase will therefore aim to scale the number of PDRs on its platform to deliver city
level coverage whilst at the same time proactively engaging with the Real World Owners
(RWOs) to enable them to codify their rights, mint into NFTs, write the value to their
balance sheet and potentially sell a share of the PDRs on the Marketplace.

Darabase will structure the roll-out of establishing PDRs and the minting of the
corresponding NFTs in three keys ways:

Property types
As in the Outdoor Media industry today, it is a truism that high trafficked, urban, retail and
iconic locations over-index in terms of value and revenue. Darabase is looking to partner
with RWOs to prioritise the codifying of PDRs on these properties as Darabase believes
they will create (relative to other locations and property) the largest asset values, the
highest potential NFT sales revenue and the most sought after inventory for brands.

Geographical expansion
In order to control and prioritise the roll out of the PDRs, Darabase will define an
international roll-out plan. PDRs will be prioritised in the core locations for major city
centres where there is a mature digital and advertising market.

Rest of World
Gradual roll out of remaining locations of strategic value to PDR owners, publishers and
brand advertisers.
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Platform Delivery Plan
In addition to the roadmap for the rollout of the rights, we also have a development
roadmap shown below:
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Summary
In summary, physical property is the single largest asset class on earth and Darabase is
creating a new tradeable asset and futures market based on the existing ownership
models to ensure that asset owners are represented and included as the value of the
digital rights increases into the future.

Darabase is helping property owners codify the digital rights of physical property and
land assets in the real world and in virtual metaverses. Once minted into NFTs, the value
of those rights can be added to a balance sheet and/or leased, producing new revenue
streams.

Darabase’s business and plans are in an exciting but developing area of practice,
technology, law and regulation. Darabase is aware of the challenges this poses and
opportunities it offers. That is why Darabase has built into its roadmap and business plan
the following assumptions and aims:

● every NFT (representing either the real-world ownership or a right to a portion of
the revenues generated) will bear as many characteristics of traditional, real
property assets and rights as possible;

● Darabase does not intend for any NFT to be treated as a security token (like a
share); or an exchange token (like a cryptocurrency or “air miles”);

● Darabase does intend that its role in this business is not that of “managing,”
“advising,” “arranging,” “dealing as agent” or operating a collective investment
scheme: Darabase is seeking legal and accounting/tax advice to ensure that its
role, and the operation of the business, reflect the non-AR, non-digital traditional
business of selling advertising space and generating revenues from that activity;

● Darabase is seeking legal and accounting/tax advice to ensure that any primary
or secondary market for any NFTs, and any platform for third parties to bid for
rights to advertise are operated and regulated in no different fashion for the
traditional non-AR, non-digital business and that no issuer (i.e. the RWO) is
undertaking a regulated activity by issuing any token;

● no NFT or other token will be marketed or issued as an “investment” or “financial
instrument”.
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Disclaimers and notices

THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT (A) A PROSPECTUS, OFFERING DOCUMENT OR OFFERING
MEMORANDUM, (B) AN OFFER TO SELL SECURITIES OR OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS OR (C)
A FINANCIAL PROMOTION SEEKING INVESTMENT OR LOAN. IT HAS NOT BEEN ISSUED OR
APPROVED BY A PERSON AUTHORISED AND REGULATED BY ANY REGULATORY BODY TO ISSUE
SUCH A DOCUMENT TO ANY PERSON FOR THOSE PURPOSES. WHILST DARABASE HAS TAKEN
ALL REASONABLE CARE TO ENSURE THAT STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS WHITE PAPER ARE
CORRECT AND THAT NO FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE MADE, NONE OF DARABASE OR
ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS MAKE OR GIVE ANY REPRESENTATION,
WARRANTY OR UNDERTAKING THAT THEY ARE TRUE AND (SAVE IN THE CASE OF FRAUD) SHALL
HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON IN RELATION THERETO. ALL RECIPIENTS SHOULD SEEK THEIR
OWN INDEPENDENT ADVICE ON THE CONTENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER.
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